TOEFL ITP Score Report

Name of Institution: IIG VIETNAM
Name: DO NHU TAI
DOB: 01/30/1983
Sex: M
Native Country: Vietnam
Native Language: Vietnamese
Degree:

Listening Comprehension: 46
Structure & Written Expression: 53
Reading Comprehension: 54
Total Score: 510

Student Number: 023867981
Times Taken TOEFL: 2+
Test Date: 08/24/2016
Form: TOEFL ITP
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The TOEFL ITP Assessment Series is designed to be used for placement, progress monitoring, and exit purposes. TOEFL ITP scores can also be used for admissions to programs and institutions where English is not the dominant language of instruction for content courses. Learn more at www.ets.org/toefl_itp/use.
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